
LECTURE 3

Propagation of GW in our Universe
The propagation of GW in curved spacetimes is

described by Eq 9 and 5 by taking On Em
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This holds for Fa lb and can be derived from
the highfrequencypart of Einstein equations

At large scales our Universe is spatially
homogeneous and isotropic The most general

metricdescribing this is the FRW metric
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where a t is the scale factor describing the
expansion of the Universe and k ft 1,0 13correspond
to spherical Euclidean and hyperbolic spatial geometries
respectively K 1
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where HE is the Hubble rate and O is the

3d spatial Laplacian

Einstein's equations for the background metric
in Eg 231 reduce to the Friedmann's eq
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where we assumed that we have the stress

energy tensor of a perfect fluid with energy
density p and pressure p For a fluid with
equation of state p w then
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where
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Going back to the GW eg Cl we can



solve it by goin to Fourier space and

conformal time y defined as

a dy dt Ss

The metric is now conformally flat
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In these coordinates we can go to Fourier space
and change variables to Hit a hi so Eq 24 reads
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Where E Ey and we define H a'la

Assuming acyl y where the values

correspond to
flat spacep l I Ife nation cosmologically

relevant evolutions
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We can now analyze two limits 58

Sub horizon modes K H MHI i
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We have plane waves since we are not probing the
curvature of the spacetime

behave like
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Superhorizon modes key
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We have a constant and a rapidlydecaying B term contribution

The amplitude of the GW is similar to that of

flat space but now we consider physical distances

and the fact that frequencies redshift
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where the redshif at the source is
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This is introduced since in expanding universes



there is a time dilation of the time measured

by the observer us the time measured at the

source
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so we can write
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where de catz do r is the luminosity distance

defined from the energy flux as of g
with L the absolute luminosity of the source

i e the power it radiates We also defined
the ked shifted chirp mass de Catz Mc

At low redshifs
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Obtained from
inferred from Egm counterpart

or hostgalaxyGW



So that we can measure the Hubble parameter

today Ho

More generally
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mode ate ftp.a a rEE E
for a Universe with radiation matter curvature
and cosmological constant where their normalized

energy densities are Ri a Egg

Including modified gravity effects
Given the existing cosmological tensions and unknown
nature of dark energy we can propose solutions by
modifying General Relativity Here we will consider
the possibility of new degrees of freedom and focus
on the scalar case which could describe dark energy

Additional do f could spoil observations within
the Solar system where we know GR holds

thus these new dof should either be extremely

weakly coupled or screened The latter means that
their effect is only observed at large distances
beyond our Solar System Thus we focus on theirpropagation



We can parametrize deviations from GR with an

additional scalar degree of freedom with the

following parameters

At speed of gravitational gaves

Cf 1 t Nt

Am running of effective Planck Mass

Mpi Ig am I DIII
4 braiding Mixing of scalar and metric

kinetic terms

4k describes scalar do f kinetic term

LH disformal symmetries coupling
between scalar and metric

The modification to Eq describing the
GW propagation is
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Usually these are tested by taking a r or a act
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taking intoaccountpossibledelay
between GW and GRB

For 2h
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GW decay into T GW
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since we observe
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This is just a change in the friction term so it

only changes the amplitude as follows
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